Improving the screening criteria for blunt cerebrovascular injury: the appropriate role for computed tomography angiography.
Screening criteria and diagnostic methods for blunt cerebrovascular injury (BCVI) are evolving. Using current screening guidelines, up to 20% of injuries are not recognized until symptoms occur, and thus missing the therapeutic window. All patients who meet screening criteria at our institution undergo angiography due to conflicting sensitivity data reported for computed tomographic angiography (CTA). We sought to refine screening criteria for BCVI to optimize patient care. All trauma admissions screened for BCVI over a 29-month period ending May 2009 were analyzed. Thirty-two channel CTA was obtained during initial radiologic evaluation. Patients underwent angiography for conventional screening criteria or abnormal CTA. Demographics, criteria for BCVI screening, fracture patterns, associated injuries, and results of CTA and angiography were analyzed. A total of 748 patients were screened, 143 injuries (78 carotid and 65 vertebral) were diagnosed in 117 patients (16%). Nineteen of the 117 patients (16%) with BCVI had no conventional criteria and were only screened for CTA abnormalities. One patient developed neurologic symptoms subsequent to initial evaluation with no conventional screening criteria or CTA findings. The conventional screening criteria identify most patients with BCVI (84%). CTA as a screening criterion captures nearly all remaining patients before symptoms developing. This allows for detection and treatment of injuries in patients that otherwise would be missed until symptomatic. CTA should be part of the radiologic evaluation for potential head, neck, and facial injuries. Unfortunately, CTA is not sensitive enough to reliably detect injuries, but should be added as a screening criterion. Angiography remains the gold standard for BCVI diagnosis.